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Number of new
students on rise;
enrollment down
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l, the average class load

The university

its funding

from the state Sased on re. For every

1$ units of enrollment, the state pays
$650 to the university.
University Registrar William Arnett,
however, said ‘‘
numbers are con-

fusing. What people want to know is

how many bodies there are — how
many people are going
to be going to
local restaurants, renting apartments
and looking for work.”’
First-time, returning and continuitig
freshmen and continuing sophomore
enrollment is up, but all other enrollment is down,
Returning students have taken at
least a quarter break from school,
while continuing students have main-
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Veto leaves courts to decide press right
lor

The courts are expected to be the
next testing ground for an issue opposed last week by Gov. Deukmejian
and
which for two years has been the subject of a Lumberjack lawsuit.
Deukmejian
Sept.
30 vetoed
Assembly
Bill 1720, the student press
rights bill introduced in the Legislature
reine 1985 by Assemblyman Dan
auser (D-Benecia).
AB 1720 was designed to allow student
publications in the California

State

University to endorse candidates

for public office and
public initiatives
in the name ped
tion.
Spring 1986 Lumberjack editor Rod
Boyce, suspended last June after the
newspaper published unsigned
political
endorsements, said the
veto
meant The Lumberjack would con-

tinue the lawsuit in court.
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from

Grass

we'll have to take it one

far
undermining the state’s
oe
Plotkin said. ‘There
eady
is an administrative
policy on

the issue. But we'll try to make it # better

pretation of a section of
state administrative code. The section,

written in 1949,

sets guidelines

for

regulating the use of funds for CSU
student publications.
CSU Lobbyist Scott Plotkin and
CSU
legal consultants said -

‘Chancellpr’s Office has i

t

section to read that
student
publications must attribute editorial
s directly to the author.
**We thought the bill was going too

When you get right down to it,

e
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mmediate goal, derivpart of the initiative,
Labor Grievance Board.

A University Grievance Board exists

" starting new employees at $3.55.
‘*After 250 hours of service, the stunt salary indent receives an 8
a 6 perhours
250
next
the
and
crease,
cent increase, until he reaches the maximum five-step pay increase.
“Student Employee Classification
and Salary policy, implemented in
1978, is to be used by all University
s employing students. The
icy is to insure consistent, campuswide administration of employee
rd to duties and

fied three levels.’’
salaries on the
issues the guide
office
The personnel
year and is
fiscal
each
of
at the start
and upperiodically
review
to
directed
operation.
date the policy
Assistant

rector

of

Personnel

David King said, ‘‘The present system

One of them is the salary increase.
The initiative stated HSU was to raise
the base pay for all student employees
to $4 per hour, effective no later than
the first day of this semester. The pay
raise has not yet occurred.

scale for new employees
The
rises to
and r
r hou
startsat $3.
$4.55. Continuing workers’ salaries
.
et $3.97 3 bee
report by
n an
Secretary-Treasurer John
Henning state the minimum wage

we have is a fair one if it’s being administered properly. If it isn’t, maybe
employee
type of student
some
beneficial.’’
be
would
organization

t, he said,‘‘The

present

system

has been working for eight years. I’ve

monitored the system and it runs. I’ve

also asked people in surveys campuswide to find out how it’s running. It is
working well.’’
Schuster disagreed.

“Serious problems exist with the
current classification system because a
student now

may

be working

on one

level and be getting paid for another,”

for actions against university faculty,
staff, and administrators.
“The procedure is utilized for
it
grievances. It’s been determined that
had
they
as
s
oyee
empl
can’t be used for
thought it could,”’ Schuster said.
The lack of applicability was determined after an employee grievance was
presented and was unresolved by the
existing board.
The labor board would consist of
two administrators, appointed by the
university president, two students, one
the union coordinator, and one
being
faculty member appointed by the
Academic Senate.

“It would hear any student’s complaint about labor and make a deci-

sion,’’ Schuster said.

The

said,

impact

would

of the

be

the

union,

Harris

destruction

of

HSU’s spirit.
““HSU is a special place with a good
feeling of spirit. Collective bargaining
has polarized people in the past.
people into difWhenever you polarize
ferent centers, you diffuse the feeling
HSU has,”’ Harris said.
Similarly, Johnny Kovak, finance
mers and work-study employee in the
usiness-economic department office,
said

he

has

close

relations

with

his

employers that he would not want to
jeopardize.
“It depends on how

hot the whole

thing gets,” he said, ‘‘but I don’t want
to see people take sides rather than
cooperating for the best decision in settling the issue.”’
.

Besides overcoming the administration’s roadblocks, Schuster said the
union also depends upon the generation of student interest.
‘*] would like the student council to
start talking to students and pushing

it,’ he said. A possible 1,300 student
of the union.
oyees could be
Lewis,

heard of the or
support an 0

junior r, hadn’t

but said he would
he could take

his complaints to.
Employed in food services at the Jolly Giant Commons, Lewis said he
loesn’t have any problems now, but
knows of employees who do.
“+ think it’s a good idea, but I won’t
put my job on the line for better wages
— no strikes,’ Lewis said.
Kovak said he can’t complain. He’s
thankful he has a job.
‘‘But sometimes they treat me with a
little less respect than I deserve as an
employee. If a union could help in that
way, I’m for it,”’ he said.

the student
Carlson suggested
employee union might ‘‘educate the
students about what to do to solve their
problem. I don’t think the union is going to have a lot of initial control.”
the student,
Along with educating
ent job inSchuster intends to i
centives. ‘‘If a student works here for
two years, they will be entitled to a
amount of paid time off,’’ he
=
said.
Improving workmen’s compensation
is another goal of Schuster’s.
‘“*By law,”’ he said, ‘“‘if an injury occurs on the job they must pay. And
they do. However, there are a few
situations now in which individuals are
fe being compensated for time off the
J ob.
hostile.
“A union is not aoe
We can create one that will just be
helpful for the students. I think if the
administration realizes that, we can get

it through quickly and smoothly.”’
_ However, Harris said such polarization ‘‘may be a sign of our times in
society, and that is too bad. I don’t
think it’s the Humboldt ideal.”

The campus angle
Views on nuclear accident

Fiction writing contest
The fourth annual

Raymond

Carver Short Story

Contest, sponsored by HSU, invites fiction writers
to submit
stories.
receive
a $500 cash prize and

The Humboldt Journal of Social Relations is
looking for volunteers.

The Journal is a non-profit publication with na-

tional and international distribution.
Students from all majors are invited to help in all

° human life and the media coverage of the acci-

are available for students assisting in Journal
publication.
For more informaton, call John Mulvaney at

4 p.m. Monday.

aspects of the publication process. Academic credits

copies of the manuscript should be sent
and title of the
sheet. Two self-addressed
should also be included with a
payable to the

HSU Physics Professor Fred Cranston will
discuss his views on what happened at the Chernoby! nuclear reactor in terms of the consequences

826-4771, or go to the Journal’s office, Library 52.

Group help for diet problems
Overeaters

Anonymous

will meet on Thursdays

. 2 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 118. Membershipis
ree.

ent.
The lecture will be given in Founders Hall 152 at

Join the jugglers
The Humboldt Juggling Society meets from
noon-2 p.m. Tuesdays and Fridays in the Kate
Buchanan Room or on the lawn in front of the
Sweet Shoppe when weather permits.
Free istruction is available for beginners. Advanced jugglers are urged to bring equipment.
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abuse ‘‘strikes every segment of rer
— staff, students, even priests.’’
Nevertheless, much attention has
been focused on the dorms. The
University Police Department has
— a A ra of or te a he
ccording to
Sgt.
Den
usa,t

UPD has been concentrating moreon The Depot at 3 p.m. last Friday
the dorms and, as a result, alcohol
violations have increased.

UPD activity reports show a 40 per-

cent increase in alcohol violations so
far this year over the entire 1985 year.

Sousa said most of the citations were

:
issued around
halls.
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LIVE IRISH MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS

Saturday, October 11

The Club Coordinating Council (CCC) is

mation / Leadership Workshop day! All club

ee

re Tne

a Club infor-

Nagy
S

_

9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East
’

‘

, officer,

ee: Workshop topics to be covered

7
ye

Pe
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i /

y,

inclu

© Recruitment, Retention, and Motivation of
club members
> Fundraisi
> Meeting
Skills
> The
| Responsibilities of Club Advisors

> Teambuildi
> and MORE!!!

Sign up in the Club Coordinator's Otfice in the UC Game Room.
club members and advisors are invited!!!
.
Funding provided by the Associated Students

OPEN EVERYDAY 12:00 NOON
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Have a great time at
Lumberjack Days but
please
Don’t Drink and
Drive
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said.

‘‘Some of the residents’ concerns are
caused by delays in the afrival of
materials on order.’’
Continued on next page

such as broken hooks and inoperative
closet doors are common problems
that are sometimes not addressed immediately.
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Tree Top Apple juice... 3/ $4.00
Family Scott Bath Tissue:,... 79°
3/ $6.00
Homestyle ice Cream
$6.97
Winners Cup Vodka:7sxs
$4.88
Budweiser Bee@ri2)i20:cans
California Coolers: :20zn

Red Delicious Apples
Head Lettuce
Top Sirloin Steak
Chipped Meats

2/ $6.00

; ».$1.00
49° on.
$1.99 »

2». .

600F Street, Arcata
We're now open 24 hours a day

39° x.
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NORTHTOWN BOOKS

Now
THE VAMPIRE LESTAT,
by Anne Rice, $40.50.
& conderis sequel to INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMHAUNTED HEARTLAND,
by by Beth Score, $3.95. True, flesh-tingling tales of.
supernatural America.

SECRETS OF HARRY BRIGHT,
story.

Complete

Vigigg

Rentals

VHS recorders & over 250 new video movies

.

Daily Rental Rates:

by Joeseph Wembaugh, $4.50. A Southern Califor.
man

at Center

Activities

NEW IN PAPERBACK

.

Recorder plus 1 movie — $6.99
Movie Rentals — $3.00

CONTACT,
by Cant Sagan, $4.95. First novelby this famous
science

whiter.

ACCIDENTAL TOURIST

aa

=

CITY OF JOY,

aber
kei te
PEARL HARBOR,
by Gordon Prange, 84.95. The verdict
of history.

HOUSE,
by Tracy Kidder, $4.30: ‘One of the best books of
1983''—New York Times.

Video Odyssey

is located in the Center Activities Out-

door Center (below the H.S.U. Bookstore)

CHECK

IT OUT!

Monday — Friday: 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday: Noon-10 p.m.
Call 826-3358
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African food will be served and
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CREA
wn EARL THOMAS
at the
CREAMERY

teer are long. The pay is
But the satisfactions
and rewards’are

become fluent in a new language, and learn far

:
f

expected.
You'll also discover that
in the
ishments. Such as rural
clinics established in
pper Volta. Fresh-water
fish ponds started in
The progress may seem modest, but to people
never before hadi clean drinking water, basic”
health care, or
to eat
brings a message of
and change.
We invite you to look into the volunteer
opportunities beginning this year in
developing nations. See our representatives
for details,

A Rockin’ Dance Party
Raffie

Drawing at Dance

8:30

ee

Friday, October 10th
e888.

oO

ce Center
Old Creamery
1251 9th Street Arcata
A Benefit
te STOP the LAROUCHE AIDG QUARANTINE
sponsored by Stop LaRouche/Northcoast
NO on 64

7

$4.00 DONATION
INITIATIVE

CLASSIFIEDS
®
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expected to
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said Webb
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t to the commission a rough
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draft of the refined proposal
Commission members said the merger
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Ege
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would ‘‘ideally’’ be on-line July 1, the
of the next fiscal year,

Pthe

~— approval by lawyers and
University
State
California
lor’s s Office ;
:
Chancel
Webb said A.S.-student union plans

-term lowering of
ent fees was not
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ee
UC en
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and
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of both worlds’’ in the
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the merger

have

would

to

students.

“‘Fees will depend on enrollment and
be just as unpredictable as they are
.
now,””’ she
you'll see a more effithink
I
“But
system.

government)

cient

(student

ment

in terms of resources and com-

That’s my renee complaint right now.
It’s an uphill climb for student governmunication, and there’s no vehicle for
students to come to us.
, we’ll have more
th
“With

re e ee

as
esources available to students, and

. larger entity, the administration is
7.4 to have to take us more seriousIt can’t avoid us.”’
Carlson agreed student. government

Nordstrom

would become at least more visible by

consolidating the control of student

government and UC functions under
the A.S., which would be renamed
either the A.S. Council or A.S., Inc.
Continued on next page

_ BARGAIN WEDNESDAY
NIGHTS
ALL SEATS

$2.50
Eureka Theater — 442-2970

OPEN EVERY DAY
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Stand By Me
Playing For Keeps .
Avenging Force

“Share One With A Friend’’

State Theater — 442-3170

Top Gun
Ruthiess People

1061 I STREET, ARCATA e 822-3150
SAT 7-5

MON-WED-THURS-FRI 7-6

PARKING AVAILABLE

Ferris Bueller's Day Off

822-7407

See the TOP MOVIES
for a BARGAIN PRICE

590 G Street, Arcata
At The Corner
Of 6th

STUDENT SPECIAL

Monday thru Fridays

fi

Chiropractic Office

9a.m.-noon

LARRY

J. KLEEFELD,
SPECIALIZING IN
LOWER BACK DISORDERS
(707) 822-5188

Treat yourself to our hot tub, §
sauna and ' hour massage

for only $20.00

Rudene’s Massage
Stress Release Center

604 H Street,

D.C.

Arcata 98821

§

322 P St. Eureka

@ Men, women & children
hairstyling

1642%

@ Reasonably priced

G street

Arcata

® Specializing in contemporary
styles

822—8433

®@ Personal bath and hair care
products

WALK INS WELCOME

Jackie 445-2110

Saunders Shopping Center

Offer also good for women on
Fridays 3p.m.-9p.m., men on
Saturday 9a.m.-3p.m. and

couples on Sundays noon-6p.m.
:
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Happy Hour Daily

Trinidad

Open 7 days a week,
till 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat.
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the seid the siete would movie

more students the

vices board. Each of the boards would
fall under the poy onan and budget
guidance of the A.S.
‘*It’s not until you get a direct problem that you appreciate us (student
ernment). Until then, most students

just brush student government off,’’
ba

said.

66

t

-

-

there’s

ys

peopl le.

terested in those things (recreation, intramurals and programs). Those
boards would be for students who want
to make sure what's done with the programs is done right.’’
First-year UC Board member Pete
Liggett, however, said concern existed
among some board members that the
merger could create problems for UC
recreational
ams, which would
ultimately fal
under the ‘‘political’’
governance of the A.S.

The UC board regulates fees for pro-

ge

such

as

Center

Activities,

enterArts, the Copy Center and the

bookstore.
Nordstrom,

;
however, said the A.S.

M-Th 6:00 -9:00

kinko’s

us
Center
for
echnology, the
Center
the
Office

, Cam

Appropriate

business opera

sion would redefine the A.S. general

*s position into an associate.

director of services, whose sole respon-

sibility would be the management.of
government business services.
That would be a streamlining
of the
duties required of Carlson, described

by Webb as a ‘‘Jill-of-all-trades’’ who
must do all A.S. accounting as wellas

advise the A.S.-funded programs.

Sun 12:00 - 5:00

copies

.

SCHLAN

FOMERLY OF
THE HAIR STOP

) HAS MOVED To

ATTIC CUTS

Internationally
Award-Winnir
ward-Winning

665 F street
Everyday low prices
Early morning and evening appointments
SCHLAN

10%

826—0143

BENNY KIM

DEBBIE

‘Kim's technique

Discount with Student I.D.

Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning,
Nitrous gas-stereo sound,

Mercury-free fillings and
Emergency Care

1225 B St. 822-5105
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him) wasn’t something that was done |

. intentionally,’’

Hayden said Schuster had mention-

ed his interest in the position to him,

but he did not know whether Schuster

had talked to Carbaugh about it.

The

council’s

ge

whether it was f.

has

dealt

with

to appoint

Car-

baugh’s nominees without considering
Schuster.

The discussion ended with a 7-6 vote
in favor of Carbaugh’s nominations.
Marcus called Carbaugh’s ‘‘accidental exclusion’ of Schuster another
move to keep Government Under The
Students (G.U.T.S.) party members
out of the SLC.

™

Carbaugh was unavailable for com-

ent.

“It will be a long time, and probably

never, before she tries anything like
that again,’’ Marcus said.

‘‘People are starting to buck the idea

and see that a consensus council that
works with (Carbaugh) is a council that
does what Terri wants.”
Because Marcus was not appointed,

the vacant position will be publicly

advertised for two weeks.

808 G Street « Arcata
_ On The Plaza

822-7732

school appli-

Mon-Sat 10-6
Fri 10-8 Sun 11-3

Mike '‘Spumoni'’ Manetas * Brooks A
1027 "1° sureet arcata, 95521

cations to preparing

Ous

© 822-6264

LUMBERJACK SPECIALS
$175
PIGNOSE AMP., 30/60
$225
Eb Alto Sax
$125
MARTIN, Sigma, steel string
FENDER “Stratocaster,” hard care,
$350
clean
ARIA “Pro Il Les Paul copy, case $195
PEAVEY

speaker
SUPRO

“Special

130” Black Widow

$250
“Coronado” 50's, clean,

$150
case
§-STRING BANJO
$65
GIBSON, E5330, 1964, hardcase $400
ACCORDIONS, 3 in stock $195 and up
VIOLINS, all kinds,
all sizes

$75 and up

IBANEZ FRETLESS BASS, case

$295

MARTIN tenor sax, case
MANDOLIN, “Gibson”

$195
$85

Nylon string folk guitars
MARTIN 0-18, case, 1970
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Per pera

for the (gasp) real world,
there's one thing that
stands out about higher
education.
The higher the education,the stiffer the
|
competition.
But don't despai, i
Apple® has two ways to make sure
the competition eats your dust.
Just take part in a five minute
demonstration of the Macintosh”
personal computer.
You'llsee how Macintosh can

You'll also qualify to

win a Trek’ 12-speed touring
bike. Just byshowing up.
What's more, you ll walk
away with a free bicycle cap.
And the knowledge that
you can dramat=
dam . ically change
\
Nuss the course of
—
History. Biology. And whatever else
you maybe studying.
Macintosh and a Trek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
é
anywhere you wantotgo.

$50 and up
$750

SK-1 Casio Digital Sampling

keyboard

Hours:

$115

Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.
Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

BOOKS — Largest selection
in N.
California.
Jazz, Pop, instruction on all
instruments,
sheets, fake books, piano

methods, classics, etc.

closed Saturday & Sunday

RECORDS
& TAPES, Folk, irish,

Bluegrass Fiddle and-other hard to find

LP's
& tapes. Also, REPAIRS,
LESSONS, ACCESSORIES.

“smarter.

compat

ne

st

oe iagocrergutered trademarks of pple Computer nc Macintosh

a

. © 1986 Apple
lasts. Trek® 1s a trademark of Trek
rhicinies Labora Ine onc banat wand wt

i a8

y editor

nited Inc. earlier this year.

.

Under the auspices of a Private Industry Council grant received in May,
RUI will train local deve
y
disabled =
to acquire marketable
skills an
work ethics.
Directed
by HSU graduate Cathleen
Berg, 40, and UC Santa Barbara
graduate Eric Fonstein, 23, the program has struggled to make employers
aware of the untapped work force in
their clients.
‘We have already placed four clients
in local jobs and ~~ to place three
my by the end of the week,’’ Berg
said.
Fonstein said it wasn’t quite as easy
as it may sound.

‘We started out by approaching
businesses already familiar with Redwoods United, and eventually we sent
out mailers, and basically went door to
door,’’ he said.
PVM Lumber has hired one worker
from the job development and placement specialists and is expected to need

more help soon, Berg said.
As

with

PVM

Lumber,

Domino’s

Pizza in Henderson Center hired one
developmentally disabled person to
clean up part-time.

When Butler Valley Rest Home
needed a groundskeeper, RUI provided
one.
A local home for developmentally
disabled children employs a RUI client
as a landscaper.
Redwoods United is well known in
Humboldt County, providing educaand jobs for the
tion, traini
developmentally disabled.
“It helps to have the great name
United prorecognition that Redwoods
vides,’’ Fonstein said.
Berg said the goal of the grant is to
perdisabled
train 75 a
sons, and out of that group to find obs
ee
in
i
i
‘‘We

now

have 20 people

in the pro-

gram, with five of those 20 placed
already,”’ Fonstein said. ~

t

A
‘i
benefit to the em
remany
had
haven’t
‘*We act
loyers for this benefit
quests by
;
a
— i -— ot pe oe
placemen
as
t
of
art
specialists, Fonstein said, is to arrange
transportation to. the client’s job as
well as a job-retention service.
To aid the client and the employer
once the client has been placed in a job,
Berg and Fonstein provide job checks
at the job site, as well as counseling if

etimes clients need coaching in
or feedback from their superjob
the
visor in the form of more support.
‘Usually,’ Berg said, ‘‘it is the
who needs to understand that
—
the client will literally do what the
employer says.”’
A lack of specific instructions can
lead to misunderstandings, she said.
up.
resolved if it comes
But it is =
is finding the
“The trick
match, meeting employer and client as
best we can,’’ Fonstein said.
In the Job Skills Workshop, the
clients are taught the application and
interview processes as well as puncand hands-on skills,
tuality, grooming
craft industry.
redwood
the
in
mostly
Responsibility and a good work ethic
are stressed, as is preparedness for
competition in the workplace.
‘‘Most persons in the workshop are
_—real competent,”” Berg said.
has
eens
‘“‘Although some
job,
e
h
t
on
placed
resulted from clients
all of our clients are working successfully.”
NorClients. are recruited os
thcoast Regional

Center,

the

Depart-

ment of Rehabilitation and , a RUI
are
force. Once recruited
work
who |
aoe mark
es

peFoy
ae

abilities and

2 euhance thelr abilities.

merit,”

Accident kills speaker, skateboard meet
sss a MOT
By. writer

A local skateboard enthusiast was

scheduled to speak at Monday’s
public meeting on skateboard safety. Unfortunately, he didn’t make
t.

Victor M. Ferro, 20, was killed
Oct. 2 while skateboarding on
after an
Boulevard,
Samoa
automobile drifted out of its lane
and struck him,
City Councilman Jeff Redmond,
who rode skateboards as a youth
and said Ferro was ‘“‘like a stepson”
to him, began the question-and_ answer session by saying Ferro died
doing
what he ‘‘loved most.’’
A letter from Student Legislative

Council Chairman Kevin Hayden
what happened was not causstated
ed by skateboarding — automobiles
n
were the real
new
for
called
“Hayden
skateboard ordinances with ‘‘consistency, but fairness.’’
said
Police Sgt. Joe Maskovich
brought
ion
has been
much confus
about by the present city ordinances
.
; of the City of Petaluma’s
ordinance
ailable

leg
towns such as Santa Barbara, where separate streets have

e

ing

bicycle
the right-of-way over automobiles,

were

°

4

he said.

ps

y
Introducing the dev
disabled
into the local work force
is the
oal of a grant awarded to Redwoods
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contract
agreemen
protection rights for fishing.”
‘‘My philosophy is there should be
economic
and
environmental
| e,"” Sparks said, ‘‘and law and
ago,

the

46-year-old

supervisor vot
against a county
budget cut that would have eliminated
nine sheriff’s deputies from the force.

Haircuts

equal pay for equal work,”
‘+1’m for
are so many bright
she said. ‘*
capable
and able women today who are
see
I
men.
of doing the same jobs as
another governcompar able worth ascosting
taxpayers
ment bureaucracy

“People should be able to prove
themselves and get raises judged on
their capabilities, not by a government
wages. I think it would
- agency setti

H

g

i

seat

S

H

é

nef.

someone’s trying to break into your
house.”’
Protection of residents and protection of pay are two issues Sparks considers important.

Anna
inc umbent,
re-election
to
seeking

District

Sparks, is

supervisor.

Sparks said people in rural and uninareas need as much protec-

tion as people in cities, _
**We can’t cut the protection We offer to our residents,’’ Sparks said.
‘‘How would you feel, waiting for 20
minutes for a deputy to arrive, when

$2 off

The FPPC ordered Sparks to pay

$1,000 in fines for her violations and
the treasurers of her two campaign

female supervisor, said she feels she is
an example of equality in her
setting
job A working as hard as she can to
do a good job.”’
But the Fair Political Practices Commission recently critized Sparks’ job as
supervisor, claiming she violated the
states’s Political Reform Act.
The FPPC claims that Sparks failed
to identify herself as head of a campaign committee, Citizens for Local
Representation, in a piece of literature
mailed during the 1982 supervisorial
election. Other violations include cam-

the Anna Sparks for Sth

committees,

District Supervisor Committee and the

‘|

think

the

natural

resources

and

the

tegrity of this

in-

can

be maintained,
we
have to do it right, which
means proper planning’

—Anna Sparks

detrimental to everyone.”’

Sparks, Humboldt County’s second

4th

was fair.’’

4th District Supervisor
Citizensfor Local Representation, to
pay $500 each in fines.
Sparks said the FPPC completely
rewrote what she and her committees
said before the judge.

was completely
“What we said
rewritten,’’ she said. ‘“The FPPC is not
run like a court; they manipulated the
justice system.”’

‘It’s already cost us over $10,000.
We don’t know if it’s worth spending
another $5,000 to appeal it. Do we pay
lawyers, or run a campaign? There’s
nothing to do.and no place to go, ex-

cept to the Supreme Court.’’

Available

IN
HSU Library Copy Center Rm 205

Hours: Monday-Thursday 4p.m.-7p.m.,
Sunday 1p.m.-5p.m.

By writer

war!

Funding for county services is the
most important issue facing the Hum-

boldt County Board of Supervisors,
District 5 candidate Bobbi
Ricca said.
‘*The Board passed what is called a
May Day budget this year, which will
run

out

of funds

May

°

1! if nothing

changes,’ Ricca said.
She said the budget was passed
because the county needs more funds
to run required services.
Ricca, the third-year Blue Lake
mayor facing incumbent Anna Sparks
in the Nov. 4 election, said several bills
for additional funding
have been introduced in the Legislature, but none
have passed yet.
‘It is a serious problem,”’ she said.
‘The

county

to be financed

by

more timber tax, but with a decline in
the timber industry and a change in the
way that tax was structured, that
source
of income
has, dropped
significantly.’’
She said the state needs to provide

another

source

of funding

for rural

She

also

said

a

should be job creation.

second

priority

Bobbi Ricca, mayor of Blue Lake, is

“‘To the extent that we can generate
more jobs within our community, we
will be generating more income for the
county,”’ Ricca said.

attempting to unseat Anna
for 4th District Supervisor.

provement

manufactured into goods locallyto add

Another area she sees as needing im-

is the use of Humboldt

County’s natural resources.

She said many

Sparks

resources could

“There are other ways to manage a

forest,”

—"

she

Tobacco - Imported Cigarettes
Tobacco & Snuff Accessories
Posters - Tapestries - Incense

Jewelry - Cards - Stationary

1037_# %.

Anetta

_ 922-7963

without

were

her-

She said research is being conducted
be

in

Scandinavia

to

introduce

alter-

natives to the use of herbicides.
Ricca said offshore
oil development

_ pre-entered
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counties that don’t have the business
base to generate enough income on
their own to provide necessary services.

tion ceremony to be held Sunday,
Fee
Preserve’s

made

ee

on,

Se

deeds

’ where

Assienbiyasan

Included in the training sessions will be counsel-

—

‘

Bait Manaer .

Ge

te

s Dean

Sickeid Muvoboas old hedile Eiasor
a Gast,
among others.
F
:
The Friends of the Dunes Preserve organized the

dedication

with

the support

of the

California

Chapter of the Nature Conservancy.
Members of Friends of the Dunes and the Nature
Conservancy are welcome. Othets may attend by
prior registration. There is no fee.

Chamber
of Commerce moves

As of Monday, the Arcata Chamber of Com-

tions and i n vernational mailing
the Eureka Post Office, or by calling 442-1768.

Fire season over for CDF
The fire season within the Humboldt-Del Norte
Department of
ee
Ranger Unit of oe
oO

its on lands classified as

required.
Burning permits may still be required within cer— cities, fire or service districts or upon public
Ss.
Any questions regarding permit requirements for
individual areas or about types of burns allowed
should be referred to the CDF at 725-4413, or to

local fire departments

merce will no longer be located in the Jacoby
Storehouse.
The
» George Woodriff, said the, new
location will be the space formerly occupied by the
Rocking Horse children’s store at 1062 G St.
The move was facilitated by the chamber’s desire
to find more convenient space for themselves, local
residents and tourists.
Services offered at the new location include
tourist information, trip planning, area maps, and
information on local businesses.
Also available at the chamber is a worldwide
chamber directory, a zip code book for all 50 states,
economic profiles on cities in the area and starting

business kits, along with other materials.
The chamber’s office is open from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Monday through Friday. For more information, call 822-3619.

Crisis hotline training

The 130-acre Hutton parcel will be added to the
Lanphere-Christensen Dunes Preserve in a dedica-

Everyone’s Contact Line and 24 Hour Crisis Line
referral service will conduct a training session for
new volunteers.

MOVIE
RENTALS
Mon.-Thurs.all movies

99¢

Fri.,Sun. & Sun. movies

$2.50

VCR rental & movie

$4.99

eos M Gt., Areata,
CA O8G21 (707) 622-8177

“The Best Deal in Town”
Wash here and

Dry FREE!!

Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Every Day

5000 Valley West Center

822-1181

oe

stale theory, community
ng

‘will

walang at

tak

ne

resources and

through

Tuesday

at

Ta, Atcata. For more in-

formation, call 822-8536.

World Food Day
A national teleconference on world food issues
will be broadcast at noon Oct. 16 in the Kate
Buchanan Room at HSU. The teleconference links
colleges, ey gee and community groups in all 50
states and
Canada with a panel of experts in
Washington.

Also, Humboldt County’s second Meager Meal
and World Food Day Program will take place from

6-9 p.m. at the Arcata Presbyterian Church,

11th

and G Streets, Arcata.

All World Food Day events will be sponsored by

the Arcata Food Endeavor, the Arcata Co-Op and
the Presbyterian Hunger Program.

Arcata opposes apartheid
The Arcata City Council last week pledged its
——_ for economic sanctions against the South
African government.
The city plans to send telegrams to Senators Pete
Wilson and Alan Cranston, urging them to vote for
sanctions against South Africa.
The council proclaimed Oct.

11-18 ‘‘Free South

Africa Week.’’ The week begins Saturday with the
United Nations Day Against Apatheid.
The council also supported the recent state decision to divest $11 billion in South Africa investments for the next four years.
The student Free South Africa

Movement

is

sponsoring a candlelight vigil at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. Included is a procession from HSU to the Arcata Plaza.

Cheers for ‘Jacks dest
By Ron
Ron Gastineau

“Our

goals

are

cheerleaders than in the

think

we have

Alysia Stewart, j

‘*Basically, eee

to

be

et

co

ame

better
ee

tag

s and

to change
the reputation
of
cheerleading — make it not so looked
=
upon,’’ ogee
Barella, social
wor
This was a oa goal for nine
women with different attitudes to accomplish at the start.
“It was hectic, very hectic. Nobody
—
what was going on,’’ Barella

I

ae

—
pend

receive

a nae
f

$400" by”
ere,
the
t “a

ae

Hi

iasrena
quality and better
tionis the aim of this year’s
HS
ng squad.

arr cost $110 for the basic
And then all of a sudden im

‘

and
“Pve spent $170at least, and that

have stools, shirts and more socks,

it all added up .”” Crabtree said.

doesn’t include road trips.’’
‘it’s a 7
omer club to be in:
ao
hinge
manta
ay
cam
> euanren oat oo

is oa we are oarsrecognized’as
academic advantage, so it’s herder for

us to get funding.
The only funding the cheerleaders
pep
besides the money from
This was compounded when each
ms,
is tra
funds
woman had her own outlook on how
Coordinator
P.J.
Jeffords.
the
squad should be run.
ba
road trips, we must find our
‘‘We had organizational problems.
own
transportation
and drivers. If
Everyone was just starting and there
(Associated Students or the athletic
was no leader,’’ Stewart said.
‘It’s hard for nine girls with dif- department) helped us, I think it would
ferent ideas to get along. Sometimes
encourage more people to try out,”’
when I want to do something different,
Serpilio said.
it’s hard to change the attitudes of
‘*I think that anything we are able to
eight other people,’’ Lisa Serpilio,
do on the sidelines helps make the business junior, said.
game more interesting.”’
Athletic
After the initial shock of starting up Director Chuck Lindemenn agreed.
something new, the cheerleaders learn‘They look pretty good .. . highly
ed to work with each other.
organized. And I’m happy with the
‘Right now, we are getting along
number of interested people,’’ he said.
much better because we have all been
Lindemenn may be ‘‘glad they’re out
through the experience of making a
thing. They seem to just go through the come to see the game
there,’’
but he said he doesn’t see the
performance and we have similar inmotions.
have no sense
vane es the chi
cheerleaders being incorporated into
put,’’ Michelle Crabtree, speech comhumor,
either.
Like
when
the
aad
uphill
battle,”’ she
the athletic department in the near
munication sophomore, said.
came
down
to
form
a
pyramid,
the
cheerl
they have solved their . future.
Even thou
cheerleaders
just
gave
them
dirty
the
cro
Then there are those who have are
internal problems, the squad still has to
looks.’’
“T
think,
deal with the lack of.support from the not happy about the cheerleaders’
Cox
sympathizes
with the supportive
students, the athletic department and presence on the sidelines.
cheerleaders on one aspect — the
‘*They suck,’’ Jeni Cox, business
the crowd.
crowd.
‘*It angers me that there is nobody in freshman, said.
‘*They have no enthusiam, for one
“| think the people around here
the school that will support us finan:

Marketing: key to incr
games this season has av

By Kent Harris

Staff writer

Although the performance
*Jack Attack on the field this
has been rather dismal, the
HSU takes in because the team

of the
season
profits
is play-

ing are ‘not.

Attendance and donations to the
program are both up by big margins
this season, prompted by a new coach
and a series of promotional campaigns,
Assistant Athletic Director Mike
McKelvey said.
‘The reason for the huge influx is
Coach (Mike) Dolby, his staff and the
impact that Coach (Tom) Wood and
the rest of the coaches here have
made.

99

McKelvey said new coaches create
new interest, prompting people to
come to see games.
‘‘Anytime you have a_ change,
there’s curiousity seekers,’ he said.
“‘That’s for losing and winning programs. There’s always curiousity.”’
for the first two home
Attendance
terVeves
eee
see veeesr eserves

support

we

‘We just add them in as they come’
in,”’ he-said.

— up more than 2,000
from
a year ago.

Please see MARKETING

Partof the success is attributed

forms were distributed in the T

Weekly.
Posters

were

given

to many

**You try to canvass the whole
munity,’’ McKelvey said. ‘
try to reach select individuals and
panies that you’ve heard might
terested.
“Everybody has a different

DOC
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be

NeVeuvu

ven

next page

ae

there
was a lot

Jack attack falls to Vikings, 27-16
teotal oanfour

aa
better sioen

an av

hivewou nave been a
for the ‘Jacks against

Portland State, as HSU rallied late, but

irs better tN
season according

to

7, and ‘*we have a lot of walk-

The’
s, | °
on
season,
ted the vikings a 27-3 lead, and

Then

Po

ch caught a
-yard pass
from quarterback
t Peterson to
pull the *Jacks to 27-10.

Peterson came back later to connect

with Michael

Roney

frofn five yards

out, for the final score.
Offensively, Peterson

had

his best

game of the season. He conected for 27
of 49 passes for 270 yards, no interceptions and threw two touchdowns.
Saturday Humboldt travels to Menlo
College to take on another struggling
club. Menlo is competing as a fouryear school for the first time this

season, after completing a 9-0-1 record
as the top-ranked Division II team.

The ’Jacks have never played Menlo
in

NCAA

competition,

but

Humboldt has ever been involved in.
The

game,

which

will start at

ast seven at home.

on the plaza,
Arcata
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Bar
DailyM—F

Sat.

Sun.

JAMBALAYA
WED.

OCT.

8 — Humboldt Blues Society 9:30 $1

MON. OCT. 13 — Introducing every Monday night—Bishop's
cee
eee

TUES. OCT. 14 — Heartbeat
— Reggae 9:00 $2

Coming events:
THURS. OCT. 16 — Celtic
folk music
SUN. OCT.

11 a.m.
10 a.m.

|

Balloon

&
T — shirt Giveaways

19 — J.Wood Blues Commandos
9:00 $4

7—Midnight
915 H Street (by the plaza)
Open daily at noon — Sundays at 4 p.m.

am.

— 2 a.m.
—

Rumplemintz, Cuervo
Gold Special
$1 a Grink

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE
THUR. OCT. 9 — California
— Rock&Roll 9:30 $2
FRI. & SAT. OCT.10—11 — Commotion — Rock&Rol 0:30 $3

2p.m.—2

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

_ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND 9
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973

1:30

p.m., features two major streaks. The
"Jacks are O for their last 11 away
ames, and Menlo College has won its

a

, POO!

two

stands as the most lopsided game that

. the

ARTS

the

school’s met in 1930, and the results
were not good for 26 HSU students.
The final was a 92-0 loss that still
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wieits des surface and low ceil-

ing,

the

Field

House

clearly

demonstrates the problems associated
with playing certain sports tinder 4

roof,

with the dimensions

in which it has been constructed.
By Vinnie

Hernandez

Sports editor

Viewpoint

Simple pop flies don’t exist. If

theit place are foul balls which often
ricochet off the lights, causing ififielders to cover their heads for safe-

New York Mets will undoubtedly find
problems playing under the roof of
Houston’s Astrodome.
The Astrodome was a fine idea, but
when management realized the lack
of sunlight did not allow for the
growth of natural turf, an artificial
surface had to be used. Thus came the
era of the Astroturf.

I’m sure the Lumberjack football
team is thankful for this keen carpet,

which now comes in blue as well
green.
Through

ee
Te i ak

bere

Oi

bie

the years however,

as

ty.

With a clearance of about six feet

around homeplate, it’s no surprise
that last year one runner came
ing from third base, tripped and had
to be taken to Mad River Hospital.
As far as football goes, it’s impossible to throw a long pass without
fear of crashing into a wall.

omnes

)

baseball played indoors, soccer had
to be designed to play under a roof.
Even track and field has an indoor
is

competition.

Not

3. JD & Friends

10

4. Reruns

Not satisfied with just football and

Sports
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2. Cut &
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ing, while eliminating a third oppo-
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rules to improve the chances of winnnent.
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The Pizza Factory

Lumberjack Days

Softball Tournament is
fast. 3
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is Saturday, Oct. 18,

Open division
is

I

—

Tammy

1-0

organized softball teams. Coed division
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going up and never coming down.
HSU is fortunate enough to have
such

Sioa
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roofs to balls

one
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5. War Eagles

leaking

0-4

§. Wheels

laws of nature as well.
Yet, officials prefer to change the

from

2, Strippers

0-1

4. Bunch
of guys &

ranging

1-0
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against an opponent, but against the

and more indoor stadiums have been
built, all of which have had problems
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whe
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sports-

to have them sign with

their school
by holding out bribes
and other
gratuities.
**AB 2753 will help to maintain a spirit of healthy
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for

the student

population

in our

in the 25-lap main event,

with $1,000 going to the winner.
rot purse in super stock competition is $8,000

with $1, 000 to the witiner of the A-main-50 lap
event.
Prize money will also be awarded to winners of
the trophy dashes,
nd fastest time.
and
p.m. Track do
a
The Pit Gate
heats
Qualifying
5:30.
te
4
ic tice will be from
bein at 5:30,
fi lowing.

with

first

the

Aldyne Dilling

FS.

Fleet at 677-3365 in the evening.

is greater,

but

not

less

than

AB 2753 also prohibits a student athlete from

solicitingor accepting
money for playing sports or
puede y intercollegiate athletics. Violation is

by a civil fine.

immediately

Ticket prices at the gate are $8 for adults and $2
for children age 12 and younger.
For more information, call SRRA secretary

weno of the
bition is punishable by a
civil fine of up to $10,000 or three times the amount
whichever

race

Marathon

at 442-9595 or President Bob Van

will run
ere Feit iecusly as the Wyvervite

on the Avenue of the Giants near Weott.
tors and
must be at the staging

fea Stat the

by 8:30 a.m.

The Avenue of the Giants is closed to all traffic
from the
Bridge to Myers Flat between
8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Runners can register in person at the Dyverville
Bridge race headquarters Saturday from 1-5 p.m.

and on the morning of the race from 6:30-8:30.

A pitch for players
The HSU Baseball Club will have a meeting
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the University Center
Club Office.
Anyone who wants to join the club is encouraged
to attend.
For more information call Baseball Club
dent Tim Isaak at 826-2822.

Harriers’ idle weekend
HSU’s men’s and women’s cross country teams

The women’s team, however, will travel to Davis
Idt Redwood Marathon
mboldt Redwoods er thatae to participate in the Aggie Invitational.

ST

INNO

Lynda Pozel, ee Home Economist will be whipping up
some tasty Fresh Pasta dishes for you to sample
Friday, Oct. 10th. She'll be in the Arcata nave from
4-6p.m. - Stop By!
(Plus, Ist St. Food Co-Op features a full line of pasta’s and

,

| rt |

y

Tonite’s Menu
¢

\.\\
iy

Ty Fettucine with Garlic
Tomato Sauce
yv Fresh Garden Greens

Slivered Red Bell Peppers
and Artichoke Hearts

v North Coast Bakery fresh

Sourdough Bread

related items...Check it out!!)

Shopping Suggestions...
¢ Bulk Spinach Pasta
Shells or Spaghetti..........
e Fresh Parmesan
e Buon Tasto

Italian Sausage.

v Sliced Winter Pears with
appi Cheese
Prices Effective October 7th - 13th

Anyone Can Join * Anyone Can Shop
A CONSUMER OWNED GROCERY

aw er

Presi-

were idle last weekend so the men could participate
in the double-dual meet Saturday in Eugene, Ore.

Sunday

The eight annual H
and the fifth annual
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Community musicians and HSU faculty f

eae ayes
On Saturday mornings

P

ite

, the

a

:

a
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air at

Music Studies.

is Open to students 3-17

vette staffs

of HSU faculty

Jopatindah, abel comrm

usicians |
Fmeane
in thele particular |

members,

afte § ee

who

at s
fol an

institute is aa good Opportunity
i
" to ae
pm

unive

ulty mem

wi
said,

ils Bec Prank Mart

ytd
°°

te

whom th

or Frank Marks

Marks, an HSU professor of music,
of the program
the
took
ine Schatz, who founded
from

¥
gees
‘ eG

the ifistitute three years ago.

es

Classes include a youth orchestra,
chamber music, Suzuki violin, Suzuki
piano and music theory
The Suzuki teaching method is
designed to help children learn music in
the same way they learn
language — by listening.

Saturday

institute’s

their

own

was the beginning of the

10-week

fall

term.

Group

lessons are held from 9 a.m. to | p.m.
Saturdays.

|

h,

Ptivate léssons are held during the |4

week by appointment with the instructor only.
Tuitio for ten weeks of 30-minute
sessions is $25 for group lessons and
$80 fof private lessons. One-hour

lessons are also available.
The institute is
fees, donations by
and some financial
The Financial Aid

funded by tuition
private individuals
aid, Marks said.
Fund consists of a

§

ee
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P
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»
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%

r

a

x Rae

hots:

—Paul

Professor Frank Marks work with 15-year-old Luke Miller, who has attended the Music Institute for Children for two years.

fessor of music, is one of the faculty

$5 registration fee from each student.

participating in the institute.
members
Hannaford’s classes include music
iation, voice and youth ora
ta, which is made up of string,
c

Availability is limited, but students in

need who are serious about the institute are eligible.
Hannaford, associate proKenneth

Marks said
registered for the fall term, up

i students last year.
Arrangement 5S can still be made for
eam. Call Frank: Watks at. Ext. an
:
for more information.

ghter Forecast for ‘Snow’: Chance of tears, lau
ko
The
buf-

In its current

run

at the

North

Coast Repertory Theater, this twoblends humor and pathos
act play
touch of bitterness, as the
fair
a
with
performance that draws
a
gives
cast
both laughter and tears from its audience.
The cast includes real-life Vietnam

veteran

Daniel

Lawrefice

as

David, who drives a truck go
produce,
the week, delivering
falling down
nds
weeke
nds his
runk.

Lawrence gives a credible performance as a man trying to ignore his
war experience rather than deal with

it, although

at some

of the more

his e.full attention to his perfor-

manc

not unattractive, she’s built like a
‘‘brick shithouse.”’

David lives in a house in Vermont
with his schoolteacher sister Mar-

tha, played by Izora Burns. Martha
is

an

ovetweight,

But he’s also touchingly sensitive,

spinsterish

‘almost virgin,’’ painfully shy and
resenting her role as her brother’s

5

ended, two veterans are still coping
with their personal ghosts in the
remarkably funny comedy-drama
“Strange Snow’’ by Steve Metcalfe.

somewhat stiff, not seeming to give

|

va
More than a decade after
American involvement in Vietnam

moments

Robey plays Megs’ roguish
ph
foonery with a natural flair. His
from
y,
funn
and
character ishe’sout te
Martha she’s. tional ing
like when

was

housekeeper and cook.

Burns has wonderful delivery and

facial expression,

but at times she

seems hot to know quite what to do
with her body, which causes some
awkwardness.
The best performance of the evening was given by R
Agnew as

Megs, David’s war

down-home, country boy
and a wicked grin, he’s the
guy who says, ‘“‘Give me

. With a

and ‘The Road Runner’ on TV
my Saturdays are complete.’’

as

:
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Young Concert Artists
join in concert
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Sntennesensehenamssieanieniass ee

at HSU. The concertis
rs ial CenterArts.
Bag = ed of the Phil

brs
te be Fcedars,
Yoo Won
the 1982
Musicians Competition held by American Jewish

Mevusoetal

the 1983 Young

Concert

Julliard

Auditions

in

;

a

Kim has performed
for audiences at

universities across the country.

Ls to

Marie LeClair’s _
and Piano, Op.

ries thas tee | debut Grie * HSonata No.3

for suet

Minot, Op

2

She de Se as eee Deemer
Concert

“9

Concert Artists

8

.

—

“Young Concert Artists Series,
musits rising
which consistent!

iain

meinen

Igor

Stravinsky’s

uetto

eee

The scheduled
program will be: Jean

a winner of the Y:
Ini
onal A

‘‘Su te

fe

shwin’s ‘Prelude No. 1.”

eae
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Pee
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International

z
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:
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a Bachauer

Prize

a

Tick ets are $9 general, $7 studen ts

a

and seniors. Tickets
are available at the
University Ticket Office, the New Out-

Art

,
Club

cians of the highest caliber, sponsored

door Store in Arcata and The Works in | Scott Groves, media studies senior, entered this photograp
in the h
30th
fyreka. Seatingis non-reserve

who will surely have a successful public
career,” The Washington Post wrote

For more
826-4411.

the Washington debut of yet another

The

Far

d.

Side:

The Best of...
THE FAR SIDE
) 1986 Universal Press Syndicate

information,

Annual Art Directors Club of Loe Angeles Competition. Groves had the

call

~~ org
were

op

ogee

A service of Comic Castle.
Today’s...

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

ye450Be
pieces were accepted.

Jazz, fufik, folk and rock music will be

t aa wideeens f

featurd

cor
pe
concerts
to bebe performed
in t

will

Zi

|

eae alee

from

8 to ‘10 p.m.

is ae

jazz and funk

Wedtiesdays and from 4 to 6 p.m. Fridays .

uy Pea oe

repertory. will bg
Concert
Redwood
haein la
ceThe Mic
ee ie

Glenn Diamond will oat fork Friday.

Center

Watersk

Activities presents

Oct. 18, Canoe aa
Rock

Basic

Climbi

Oct.

For information call 826-3357.

-Advanced

. 24-26,

‘

tion

to create

unearthly

dimensions

making:

Rock legends to perform

ath ttle ate at
entire direction of rock music.

The Band wit sett

Town

at 8 p.m,

Thursday

Bar & Grill. Tickets are $11.50

Advance

s

at Old

in advance,

$12.50 at the door. Doors open at 7 bong

Point’’ uses the listener’s imaginanew,

guest

pieces

tory

For more information, call 442-7770.

-26.

‘‘Vanishing Point,’’ Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s eclectic anthology of half-hour radio
plays, can be heard at 9 p.m. Tuesdays on KHSU,
“Vanishing

.

ocalaGr aswel
i eee

Explore ‘Vanishing Point’
90.3 FM.

fis

clues

ts

"wie tial ie

ot

on-campus concerts

tickets are available at

Works

in

Eureka, Kinkos and Outback in Arcata and Wild

in the

same way a book allows readers to create their own

Horse Records in Garberville.
—————

The Plough 6 the Stars
Bed & Breakfast
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Look For Our

TOFU-TAHINI

Country Inn

DRESSING

Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ist Se.’

CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,

Natural Foods Cafe
Unique in Humboldt County

Murphy's Mke., Sunnybrae

Monday-Saturday @ Lunch 11:30-5:00 ¢ Dinner 5:00-8:00

~

ae

Historic fatttihouse
located on two actés in
the Arcata Bottoms
Call 822-8236
for
Information & Reservations
1800 27th St., Arcata

(off Alliance Blvd.)

Mexican

Food

(Formerly “Rosalinda’s")
Food For Here Or To Go

e Beer and Wine

e Vegetarian Or Meat
SIERRA

NEVAVA

854 Ninth Street, Arcata

822-3441

Beg. Knitting:
Learn the basics.
Int. Knitting: Make a sweater from start
to finish.

Video Workshop:
6 wks. w/Eliz Zimmerman
on Video
Tatting: Make beautiful lace in 2 ses-

sions, Thursday afternoons
Beadwork: Peyote/fiat earrings
Beg. Crochet
& Basketry

ADVANCED

REGISTRATION

REQUIRED

ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA
822-4269

W

diae

Ber .” 7:45 p.m. and
nm

: Pl err

,” 7 p.m. and “Seven
Tp $2.49

“aby,
7 pa, and “Seven
Faces of Dr.
9 p.m., $2.49

'
& Gril:
DJ. Dance
lay
SAE
soe
Ree

Spiracy, 8 p.m.,

tm., $11.50

HSU:

Pastels

advance, $12.50 door.
California,

ven

by

rock

Goilery,

ete

Faces of Dr.

, seniors

HSU:

“The

free.

Pastels

Reese Bullen Gallery, HSU:
Faculty Exhibition, free.

ttn.“
7 p.m. and “Seven

+e

$2.49.

Git own Ba & opm.
aac.

» HSU:

t,

ype

~~ plus

n'roll, 9

is Gent,” 8 p.m., ” student dollar

Fever

» HSU: Annual

Faculty Exh

Bar & Grill:The Band, 8

p.m., cover charge.

Passionfruit_Con-

free.

.m. and

by

Annual
'

L. and the i

Bergie’e: California, rock 1° roll, 10
Os,

p.m., free.

its tiie tamons, 4

Vooungberas: Mathew Cook 9 p.m.,
Bergie’s: California, rock n’ roll, 10
p.m., $2.

m., "$4
era’ 8
Rotgece Gent,” t," 8
students, seniors
sats fe.
™

Kim, 8 p.m.,
seniors.

;

Van

$9 general, $7 students-

Duzer

Bourgeois
Gent,”
ude, icte

Theater, HSU: ‘The
8 p.m., $4
general, $2
ap
"

Sports:

omen's Volleyball: At Sunbird
Invitational, timeto be announced.
Football: At Menlo College, 1:30 p.m.
Soccer: At S. Calif College, 2 p.m.

aay

Are tae ge

18>

“eter to
p.m., $2.49.

Brechnev,”

7 and 9

Bergie’s:

Monday

es,” 7:45 p.m. and

Blue

Commotion, tock ‘n’ roll, 9

Fulkerson
Recital Hall, HSU: Benny

‘and nothing
to what t coeme, O28

fm: Freddy Roulette, 9 p.m.,

$3.

Events:

Cross Country: At Chico State Invit.,
10 a.m.

Eagles,” 7:
‘opm, a
a
seit
to Brezhnev,” 7 p.m. and

is

Evenin

’s Volleyball: At Sunbird Invitational, time to be announced.

‘Monday

Town Bar & Grill: J. Wood &
Blues Commandos plus No Damage,

ere

7:45 p.m. and

‘Letter
to Brezhnev,” 7 p.m. and

9 p.m., $2.49

Beckman, 10 p.m., $1.

r

with

Thad

Music:

Old Town Bar & Grill: D.J. Dance,
rock n’roll, 8 p.m., $2

At Sonoma
State, noon.

Complete Lunch or Dinner
CS
for _ $3.00
LFFomD
Regular

Teriyaki Chicken ..........0esceeveeseaees $3.00
Teriyaki

Beef

TOUPUIE TOE
Teriyaki

eeeeeeee

eee

eeeeeeeeeeee

seees

$3.00

sv vers cc civvncedeneeess »»+++$3.00

Stir-Fried

Teriyaki Prawns

Tofu

Coe

eee

eee

eevee

eee

+»

+ $3.00

.........
cscs cccceeeveees $4.50

All meals include rice pilaf and a fresh vegetable

Cen
Fash Croom

Doubleor
Combo

$5.00
$5.00

$5.00
$5.00

$6.50 combo
$8.00 Double

ast
Fatads

Boe
and rMine

Dine snddoors, on the deck, or lake ot to go
For
Daily
vin
17am - g
9 pm - Coffer ¥ Swee
fromts
9 am

Ce
ERED
Located on the BAR .<SLIE of the HSU footbridge

CacPO)

10th and G, Arcata - 8229451 (Je,

“The Dating Game”
Just like on t.v.

Wed. Oct. 15 at 8pm
Prizes to include a one hour limo ride

and $25 cash
applications available at Marino's

865 Qth St.
Arcata
No one under 21

double
2 bath, E
3 bedroom,ILL
McKINL— EYV
on

shed,

%

or call
839-1065
71 TOYOTA

12

$1,100,

building,

storage

woodstove,

garage,

.

COROLLA

ft. Delta

9,000

by

owner.

4 4-384 . Help-U-Sell 10-8
— Good condition

Located

screened,

7 minutes from HSU. Call anytime for in-

Research
(MLA/APA),

reports

Papers,
theses,

term

Coe

Lay

10-15

ters from home! Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope

for

information-application.

Associates, Box 95-8, Roselle, NJO7203

EXCELLENT

papers,

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS — is taking applicaof A.S. Vice-President. Any
for sthe position
tion
sutdent wishing to be appointed to this position
n President
to A.S.
should submit an applicatio

Tables are laid out with clarity and proportion.

for grammar are available. Call
for FAST, ACCURATE SERVICES.
2-4

442-4926.

Terri Carbaugh, nelson Hall East Room
Deadline for applications is 10/22/86

LESSONS: —Iearn all the
HARMONICA
techniques. Easy to learn and advance quickly.
instructor has taught harmonica at College of the
Wes
fee.
Reasonable
Siskiyous.

p.m.

FREE

112.
at 5

10-22

TRIP —! am looking for person with a

van, pick-up or (car-will rent U-haul oneway)

10-15

443-5222

12-3

— for part time home
INCOME

assembly work. For info. call 312-741-8400,
10-29
Ext. 1819

dissertations

presented in an accurate format, also resumes.
Readers
LORNA’s

to

accompany me to Portland during a weekend to
collect my belongings from storage. All exmeals motel, and neg.
penses paid
at No. Ai Campus
Marty
t
contac
fee. Please
10-8
Apt.
GET POLITICAL! Volunteers need to elect

TYPING.. TERM PAPERS — Thesis, technical,
statistical. Editing, proofreading and copying
available. Reasonable rates. Pickup and delivery

possible. Call Relda at 442-5130. Early or late
11-19

Anti-Oil Drilling Democrat Brian Parker Count
raSupervisor. Canvassing, research voter regist

Opportunities

tion,

and

stuffing.

envelope

443-1708

BEING
I'S
ENGERGY
NEW
A
st.
scienti
ndant
indepe
DEVELOPED — by local
Box
P.O.
to
SASE
10
No.
send
tion,
For informa
10-8
706, Trinidad, Ca. 95570.

Call

Mark”
10-8

WORK STUDY STUDENTS — needed to work
Lumberjack Days Ticket Booth! Sign-up in A.S.
Business Office, NHE 112

10-8

units may be available. Call Debbie at the boys
girls club of Humboldt County at 442-9142 11-5

dustrial Project. Stuffing
pe foredJBK
enveloess
Send stamped self-addr
Mailcompany,

P.O.

Box

26-H.

91310

UNION - meeting
GAV-LESBIAN STUDENTNelson
Hall East 120.

Thursday night 7 p.m. in

10-8

We need your support!

— chickens does it
HOW MANY
take to fill a bath tub? Let's find out on the 17th.

10-8

Michelangelo

THE
TO
— We
CREW

UNKNOWN
appreciate your

but we'd rather have it on the roll.
only qoal.

CHARMIN
Revenge is our
10-8

The Happy House.

LOST 12 IN GOLD CHAIN — with an ‘R’ charm
Monday Sept. 29. TA build. Reward.
10-8
822-4611

OCTOBER Bor

CAMPUS

YOUR

POST OFFIC
Post Office Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.

rae

zea

$60 PER HUNDRED PAID — for remailing let-

Services
TYPING:

er

For info: call Classic Personnel Ltd.

(1974) 707-768-3813.

10-29

formation recording. 839-2829.

ate

re

Poy

,
‘ee

pay, free room and board. No fee, families well

Purchase any amount.

Madrone. Ory or green.

5

rat

BEA
NANNY
— East & West
families need nannies. Rewarding work,

- $69 and up. Oak and

Cc

si

ie

,

f

f

11-5
i

6 x 8 ft. utility trailer
10-8

shoreline trailer $800,
$350. 839-1065

:

822-2190

with

boat

Aluminum

with shelters. $35, stalls $37.50.
Three
north of HSU. Stables of the

8:30-5:30

Fridays 8:30-4:00

8:

Orders
3:00

Daily

LOCATED AT
Hours:

Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.
Friday 8:00-4:30} p.m.

[closed Saturday& Sunda

Th

it

DROP OFF
& PICK UP
}| LOCATION

i

4

J.
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‘|

"

ecClA
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Oct.8, 1986

Critical poet not well-versed

Don’t cheap-shot skateboarders = named. quarry, then firing =.

Editor:

Editor:

Hasn’t the current atmosphere of

screed.’’ I wonder if this is how Bob

Dy

the s
about it in The

—_ Cot
your |

I write to comment on the wonderful poem inin last week’s letters section, “SLC anda

made his debut? Regardless, a few comments

nee

Oren

a
oot
poet nang ly obra

us issue and
!

the sildarhegs, Uheting awite at its lahahinan

for

a

ee:

maybe even get lucky enough to bag a four

| interpreted the ist of the poem to be a recogni- editors adding to this dangerous clamo
by moralizs
Grltielom Gf fhe wanifseonoe 1 ell be tee fare bs
ag

sole Rep

Flere

alm

the magnitude of Siemens
administratio
n in gon
But unlike our

foe

Hall’s (and of the
poet,

recognize the SLC as an auxiliary, not
an
nistration. And as such, the SLC seems to
exhaust its small reservoir of power banging its collective head against HSU’s power-packed wall of
administration.
But while you are observing
the SLC’s inade» dear poet, consider
following ques-

|

g

or a profes-

ement

statute,

t

*t

worry,

you

won’t have to remember that hard

All you have to remember as
reporters is you cannot copy or
reprint copyrighted material
without the permission of the
author. Lawyers call that infringement but you don’t have to
remember
that word either. Just try
to remember this: Thou shalt not
steal.
;
Now Mark, I know this will make.

Happy hunting, fellas,
John Wall

Letters to the editor are accepted from. everyone.

Editor:
Peter Tira says he likes to go into the woods to
kill animals because he loves wildlife. He says he
_— likes the challenge of serendipitously running into

at some

real-life

examples and try to see if we can tell
a copyright infringement when we

Lets $

Compare two stories ries about
abo
student Kirk Girard and his

cop
ted first issue of Paradigm
Monthly,
published
in early.
a
It was written by Jim
(me).

..

umberjack.

The

It was

second

1 ees
composed

story

te

by

Rob Casebolt.
job as campus editor really difWe'll begin with the lead:
eult. but you see, federal laws even.
Elferdink: ‘‘Heading inland to
apply to college newspapers. Isn’t Willow Creek to catch a few rays
that funny?
has long been a favorite activity for
How close a copy does it have to: fog-bound Arcatans. Kirk Girard
be to be considered infringement? . has been spending a lot of time doGood question, Rob. The lawyers. ing just that, but you won’t find him
have a term for that, too. They say
working on his tan or tubing in the
it must be substantially the same in Trinity River.”’
content and manner of presentaCasebolt: ‘‘Kirk Girard has been
tion. Facts, however, cannot be heading inland to Willow Creek.
copyrighted, so it is OK for
to
uite a bit, but he isn’t going out
borrow facts from a consigned t
to work on his tan or swim in
the Trinity River.’’
Remember back in grade school
Is that substantially similar?
(you’ve all been to grade school,
Maybe. Let’s go on and compare a
few more excerpts.
E: ‘“‘This project is the latest
w
paragra
out of
the
EnBritannica for your demonstration
of appropriate
report about dinosaurs? When your technology (A.T.) to be created by

Seo istaneinGk 06 i

advice, Andy.

Hunters
— Rambos in nature

let’s look

Elferdink

And more people ski or play football than attempt
to kill woodland animals for fun.
Andy Wilson said, ‘‘The only way to have fun
(hunting) is to go out there with no expectations.”
That way, you don’t drive home with a chip on your
shoulder if you don’t get to kill something. Good

Letters should be typewritten or printed and no
more than 350 words. All letters must be signed and
are subject to editing. Include street address, cit
and phone number. Students should also incl
year in school and major, Letters are not retur-

If you had just taken the facts from
the encyclopedia and rewritten them
in your own words, it would have
been OK and you might have gotten
an A. Simple, a
’

eee

or (play-

Zoology senior

ny word, but it just means copying.

HSU

ns

instead of whining about it, just bend your knees

~
and gave you an F. You
pr ably don’t remember that fun-

Now

peers

Journalism senior

teacher caught you she called that

Editor:
Today’s lesson in basic reporti
for the staff of The Lumberjack
deal with yo sees, ag journalists
need to always
aware of:
copyright.
In the United States, copyright is
protected by a rather abstract thing
oo
es neces
a

I think four-wheel-drive vehicles
nfantile than skateboards, and cer-

slightly, drop your shoulder and let ’em have it.
Jon Dohlin

€an assure you it’s not creating ones like these.
PhilLedger
Business administration senior

infrin

le are kille
or injured
d s

lawless, juvenile skateboarders seetns unavoidable,

‘Neither can anyone else. Just
, while the
SLC may not be solving many problems, at least I

Py

dabedadhencaithesa

:
;
Well, Sarge, probably more proale are injured
skiing than any other sport mankind
to offer.

ing on campus and a collision with one of those

sional football coach, plus the salaries of three additional coaches?
If you can’t answer these questions, don’t worry.

Copy

ing) oe

us.
I’ve got an idea. Why don’t we all just get the
heck out of each other’s back pockets? Sure,
skateboards present a risk — so do cars, bicycles,
joggers and wet steps. Let’s face it — life is risky.
at’s what makes it so much fun.
Here’s one more piece of advice. If you’re walk-

asaya we pane oie Ts week
’

rights, it was

«

dividual’s maturity with his chosen form of recrea-

confirmation in the mail when you had to pick up
are we paying

Lumberjack’s court battles for their

tion. res

How is HSU’s administration going
to overcome
campus-wide budget deficits created by a semester
system that the student body explicitly rejected?
Or perhaps, why did you receive your schedule

isn’t really that dangerous for other hunters.

=

also the height of unprofessional journalism to include cheap-shot value judgments that link an in-

I have enough

wn

which i

individual

of The

gh

buck,

only was the vote for

rights an unfortunate and ironic one in

of like adsuris 66‘‘kin
Lee ten, onae

nable. Deadline for submitting
Lumberjack office, Nelson Hail
Fridays.

the Campus Center for Appropriate

Technology
Cc:

“Gine

a

(CCAT)....”’
*s

ject

is one

of

many demostrations (sic) of appropriate et
(A.T.) that has
(sic) been created
by the Campus
focal for Appropriate Technology
E: ““CCAT got its start as a Youth

Educational
Services program in
1980. Girard was its second director
and when the Buck house was leased
from

the university

for use as an

A.T. demonstration and research
facility, Girard was one of the first
live-in co-directors. He worked on

the CCAT master plan, did a lot of ’

renovation of the house and designed its greenhouse.’’
C.: “CCAT got its start from

Youth Educational Services in 1980.

Girard was one of the first live-in
co-directors, and was the second
director when the Buck House was
leased from the university for use as,
an A.T. demonstration and research
At,
Girard worked on the
CCAT master plan and designed its
greenhouse.”’
Is this starting to sound more and
more substantially similar? We
don’t want to jump to any conclusions, so let’s continue.
E: ‘Girard
said appropriate
technology is a level of technology
that is suited for the people who
need to use it. The Buck House, for
example,
uses a passive solar
greenhouse, a wastewater recycling
unit, a composting toilet and windand
solar-powered
electricity
generators.”
C: ‘‘Appropriate technology is a
level of technology suited for the

letters to The
East, is 5 p.m.

people who need to use it,

Girard
said. The Buck House, for example,

uses a solar water heater, a compowes toilet, a waste-water recyclng unit and
solar and
windpowered electricity generators.’’

E: ‘‘The final report of the sixweek Willow Creek project
be
published
in December
and
destributed to the companies that
loaned the
equipment, other universities, the
rtment of Energy
and other interested parties.’’
C: “The final report should be
published in December. It will be
distributed to other universities, the
Department of Energy, companies
that supplied Girard with equipment
and others interested in the
system.”
E: ‘* ‘One
of the b
a
tions right now for
photovoltiacs,
after consumer products like watches and calculators, is overseas
water pumping,’ Girard
ws
C: “ ‘One of the
st applications for photovoltiacs, after
overseas water pumping, is consumer calculators and watches,’
Girard said.”’
Oh-oh, somebody made a booboo. That is inaccurate copying.
Lawyers might call that dumb.
Well,

have

we

established

substantial similarity in content and

manner of presentation? Do we
have a clear case of infringement?
I'll let you be the judge this time.

The next time, I'll ask for the opinion of a federal judge and jury and
ask for the maximum in actual and
statutory damages as allowed by
law.

Jim
Journalism junior

Broken doors, ri

chairs not worth

$370

per month for dorms

Buying in bulk might save residence hall
students some money, but it is no excuse

for the long

maintenance delays which

wae
residents of Sunset and Redw
s.
Students pay $3,326 for nine months’
room and board in the residence halls. For
‘an average of $370 a month, one would expect first-class treatment.
Yet damages which occurred last year —

and were assessed and paid for — have yet
to be repaired.
Those damages range from minor inconveniences such as broken towel hooks
to major problems with the halls’ laundry
facilities.

Those officials should spend the extra
money necessary to keep residence halls in
more livable conditions before students
begin
shopping
around
for better
$370-a-month places to live.
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Governor's veto
of fight for student
9

4

Gov. Deukmejian’s veto of Assembly
Bill 1720 sets a
oo
for the
ae Amendment rights of student publications.

.

to Deukme-

a bill, which

jian’s message is that he k

would have provided the student press at

least some of the protections guaranteed
them by the First Amendment, without fulwas no need
California

for AB

‘

stated there

1720 because

University

State

the

Chancellor’s

Office already had ‘‘established rules” for
governing the attribution of editorials.

Those rules, however, are precisely what
The Lumberjack has attempted to change
since former editor Adam Truitt filed suit against the Chancellor’s Office, et al, in
December 1984.
More importantly, Deukmejian’s explanation was completely unsatisfactory
because it simply missed the issue.
Perhaps it’s appropriate then to define
exactly what the issue is.
AB 1720 was an attempt to give CSU student publications the right to endorse can-

‘didates for public office and public ballot
initiatives in the name of the newspaper.
The issue was not whether CSU student

publications have the right to endorse —
they do. The CSU must provide’ this right.
What more could newspapers want, one

might ask?

!

Well, the issue is in the form of the endorsement.
In its lawsuit, The Lumberjack claims all

newspapers who determine their own
editorial content — as The Lumberjack
does — should be given the right to endorse

r
and should
in the name of the newspape
opithe
not be required to directly identify
nion’s author.
An understanding of the First Amendment makes that right obvious because the
First Amendment in fact applies to independent publications at public institu- .
tions.

.

;

+

It is not compromised in this case.

+
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ly examining
the issue.
Deukmejian’s veto

fe

'

The most disturbing as

Housing and food service officials seem
willing to collect bills for damages posthaste but are content to drag their feet
when it comes to repairs.
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The debate between Brann and Keene about the
Brann said

statement,
In his ¢
California need a senator who works with
; eg

vernor, re

ee

ee

—

2 should

ae.

“

ple of

the

continually bucks
with

don’

afer sedan tetherfo
”

‘‘doesn’t sup-

ioe

has
Brann, however, said, ‘Gov. Deukmejian

saying legislators

le said “avery specific

models.”

said.

pond

Pe

Brann agreed

drug testing,
developedon thebefore
but be Keene,
politician,”
a realbecause
saidforshestateis ‘‘not
other hand, said he
‘‘the world
senator
bull,’’

of the
in favor

for drugs
Legislative rage ey y be tested
should be “role

a “‘do-nothing”
Keene called Deukmejian
‘in(gov which Ei
i sal iaiaill a ahi thie
in front

tory testing of legislators.

of

Brann, chairman of the Solano County Board of
r afte
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resources here,

‘‘regardiess of funding source,”” and
Braafladt said the bill would apply to
publications in which content was cond .
the students
bylle
tro
Braafladt said identifying the
was ‘‘a fundamental differenceof opinion’? between The Lumberjack and
the Chancellor’s Office.

have
ions
would
mean student publicat
to provide a disclaimer, stating the
views are those of the ‘“‘student
editorial board”’ and not those of the
state, university or student government.
between the
° The battleground
The Lumberand
Chancellor’s Office
go back to kindergarten.”
defining exin
been
has
jack, however,
Arnie Braafladt, The Lumberjack
CSU stuof
s
publisher
the
who
attorney, said the Chancellor’s Office actly
en
neat
are.
interpretation of the section was er-.
‘*That’s one of the things we need to
roneous, saying the First Amendment
I don’t think there’s a straight
settle.
to
right
publications the
allows student
for it,’ Plotkin said. ‘‘We
answer
paper.
the
of
editorialize in the name
ought to be a disclaimer
there
think
against
suit
filed
The Lumberjack
which says the views are not the posithe Chancellor’s Office in December
of the (Associated Students), the
tion
Truitt
Adam
or
then-edit
1984 when
defied the state’s interpretation and university or the state.’’
Francke, however, said the CNPA
published unsigned endorsements in
supported the bill because it separated
the name of The Lumberjack. He was

——_—
Veto
“
caneneven public high school
PA Legal
dorse for the paper,”’
Counsel Terry Francke said. ‘‘Now
once you graduate from high school, if
go to a CSU, it’s as if you have to

suspended,

and

The

Lumberjack and Chancellor’s Office
’ have battled the past two years about
whether the section’s wording should
be changed.
Deukmejian’s veto message stated,
CSU Trustees) have established
”
inistrative rules governing the use
ia
t

of funds, including state funds for

by’

political
purposes as evidenced
student publications.
editorials '
no need for this legislais
Hence, there

Braafladt and Hauser, however, said
.did not address
Deukmejian’s
the key issue of the bill, which
t in essence, to give
said was,
Braaflad
CSU student publications their own
identity.
“3t’s

as much

a non-statement

as

anything else,’ Braafladt said. ‘‘Obviously, I think the legislative option
gpg bo
yh
ts be “v
will
said The Lumberjack
court
next try to settle the lawsuit in the
system, saying a judgment could be

1720 stated

of AB
"The language
could editorialize in
publications
dent name
of the paper. That would
°

the

stu-

Plotkin,

and

Braafladt

said

concerns

the'

&

the CSSA, said the CSSA unofficially
supported the bill, but said the group
student publications were not
the same as independent oowneepert
by
are fu
**Because news
it’s
sources,
different
three or four
unclear who really runs the paper,’’ she
said. “In reality, it’s the taxpayers’
and

Francke,

however,.

discounted that claim, saying whoever

determines a newspaper’s content is the f

publisher.
‘*Well, then, are all the advertisers in
ters because
the publishe
the agraga
they contribute some

revenue for the

paper?”’ Francke said. ‘‘Payment is
not the key issue. The issue is how
censorship and control the
uni
exercises.””
AB 1720

would have allowed student

the

system’s position is not that it’s not the

r a right of its own.”’
Sherry Skelly, legislative-director for

Pe praafladt

denied

“Anytime anyone carries this as a
First Amendment issue, it really gets
‘‘The
our hackles up,’’ he said.

‘‘were

Chancellor’s Office
addressed.”’
“This is hardly a subversive
notion,” Francke said. ‘‘It’s giving the

however,

Chancellor’s Office was ‘‘against student press rights.

attribution of views from the A.S. or!
university,

our

people,

to work.

The debate was sponsored
Women Voters.

didate will be most listened to — ‘‘a senate majority
leader or a freshman member?”’

subsequently

Ss

r

c

was

[|

-

by the League

of

stands. It
*s right to take editorial
fst wants to tke 8 protective stand
use these are not independent
e

aafladt said, ‘That

sort of

response ignores the key issue. Opposing censorship doesn’t address the
case.”’
“The Lumberjack might have to go
off

campus

and

work

out

of

somebody's apartment,’’ Francke said.
‘“‘But that would acknowledge, at least
in the CSU, that if you’re going to be a
student newspaper. then you don’t have
those First Amendment rights.’’

